We consider a network providing Differentiated Services (Diffserv) which allow network service providers to offer different levels of Quality of Service (QoS) to different traffic streams. We focus on loss and first show that only trivial bounds could be obtained by means of traditional competitive analysis. Then we introduce a new approach for estimating loss of an online policy called loss-bounded analysis. In loss-bounded analysis the loss of an online policy are bounded by the loss of an optimal ofltine policy plus a constant fraction of the benefit of an optimal ottline policy. We derive tight upper and lower bounds for various settings of Diffserv parameters using the new loss-bounded model. We believe that loss-bounded analysis is an important technique that may complement traditional competitive analysis and provide new insight and interesting results.
Introduction
Differentiated Services were proposed as a compromise solution for the Quality of Service (QoS) problem in Internet networks. While today there is no QoS, only the best effort model, achieving a QoS per stream (such as in ATM networks) seems to be prohibitively expensive in today's technology. Differentiated Services assigns each packet a predetermined QoS and aggregates traffic to a small number of classes [3] . Each class is forwarded using the same per-hop behavior at the router, thereby simplifying the processing and storage requirements. In addition, there is no overhead of signaling, other than the class type in the header of each packet. This is in contrast with ATM, a network designed to support QoS, where a special setup procedure is required in order to establish the QoS guarantees. From the router perspective, the tools for providing differentiated services are based on the following operations that should be done at high speeds: packet classification, buffer management and packet scheduling. In this work we investigate the last two aspects. Over the past few years Differentiated Services for Internet traffic have attracted a great deal of research interest in the networking community [14] , [5] , [11] , [9] . Two basic paradigms were proposed: the "Premium" service [8] and the "Assured" service [4] . The Premium service model provides to the user the same QoS guarantee as a dedicated line with a predefined bit rate. A Premium service traffic flow is shaped at the entry to the network and hard-limited to its provisioned peak rate. On the other hand an Assured service traffic flow may exceed its provisioned rate, but the excess traffic is not given the same assurance level (Assured service may be viewed as "pay more -get more"). One can relate a high QoS class packets to the "in-profile" packets (packets that agree with the provisioned rate) and a low QoS class to the "out-profile" packets (packets that surpass the provisioned rate). Another interpretation is to classify the traffic to a few different QoS classes.
We abstract the Differentiated Services priority model as follows. Packets of different QoS priority have distinct benefit values starting from the lowest benefit of 1 and up to the highest benefit of a > 1. For example, in the Assured service model we have two levels of priority, a and 1. For more advanced traffic models there may be a need in more than two distinct benefits.
Most today's Internet routers deploy FIFO buffering policy, i.e. packets are sent in the same order as they arrive. One of the advantages of this policy is its amenability to simple and efficient hardware implementation. In addition, and even more important, FIFO buffering scheme reflects the nature of the network. FIFO order is critical for many applications, for example multimedia applications where audio/video frames must be played in order. Moreover, the main Internet transport protocol TCP is optimized to receive packets in FIFO order. In TCP, packets arriving out of order lead to significant overhead and even retransmissions, which can result in a drastically drop of the performance. For this reasons the FIFO scheme is the most natural approach for network buffering today.
In our model each link of a network is serviced by a single FIFO queue. A queuing policy is presented with a sequence of packet arrivals and has to serve each packet online, i.e., without knowledge of future packets. It performs two functions: stores and selectively rejects/preempts packets subject to the buffer capacity constraints. When the queue is not empty the first packet in the FIFO order is sent to the output link. A policy obtains the benefit of packets it delivers. The goal is to maximize the policy's benefit, i.e., the sum of the benefits of delivered packets, or alternatively minimize the value of the packets it drops.
We use competitive analysis to study our policies. In competitive analysis the online policy is compared with an optimal offiine policy, that knows the entire input sequence in advance. An online policy is said to be c-throughput-competitive if for any input sequence its benefit constitutes at least a c fraction of the benefit of an optimal offiine policy. Conversely, an online policy is said to be c-loss-competitive if the loss of an optimal offiine policy constitute at least c fraction of its loss. Note that a throughput-competitive guarantee does not translate to a loss-competitive guarantee. For example an online policy might lose a constant fraction of the total benefit of the input sequence while an optimal offiine policy may have no loss at all. In such a case the online policy is throughput-competitive but not losscompetitive.
Loss-competitive guarantee is much more desirable, as we argued. Unfortunately, only trivial bounds can be obtained by means of loss-competitive analysis. To highlight the difference between loss-competitive and throughput-competitive analysis we note that in this paper we demonstrate that the loss-competitive ratio of the simple Greedy Policy is 1/a while in [7] it was proved that its throughput-competitive ratio is between 1/2 and 1/4.
Motivated by this we propose a new model called loss-bounded analysis for estimating loss of an online policy. In traditional competitive analysis loss of an online policy are compared with the loss of an optimal offiine policy directly. In Ctb-lOss-bounded analysis the loss of an online policy are upper bounded by the loss incurred by an optimal offline policy plus a constant fraction Clb of the benefit of an optimal offiine policy. We let this fraction c~b be the loss-bounded ratio of the online policy. We show that Ctb-lOss-bounded analysis provides (1 -C#b)-throughput-competitive guarantee. We expect loss-bounded ratio to be a small constant, and in such a case the results may be interesting. Observe that a trivial loss-bounded ratio of Cib = 1 is achieved by any online policy and the the smaller czb is the better performance is guaranteed by the online policy. An optimal online policy has Ctb = 0.
In our setting one can either maximize the throughput of the policy or minimize the loss of the policy. This dual nature appears in many combinatorial optimization problems. Clearly an optimal solution to one derives also an optimal solution to the other. However, a good approximation of one problem does not necessarily lead to a good approximation of the other. In our setting, an approximation of the throughput does not imply an approximation of the loss, and vise versa. The intuition behind loss-bounded analysis is that we try to optimize both parameters simultaneously by finding an optimal tradeoff between the current gain and potential loss.
To illustrate the difference between the criterias let us consider a sequence of packets where the cost of the loss optimal policy is 20% of the value of the input sequence. In this case a 1/2-throughputcompetitive policy can ensure benefit of 40%, a 1/2-loss-competitive policy guarantees 60% of the benefit and 1/10-loss-bounded policy gains at least 72% of the benefit, compared to a maximum benefit of 80% by an optimal offiine policy.
We are not the first to try and analyze Differentiated Services. Initial works have focused on simple probabilistic traffic models [6] , [13] . Unfortunately, giving a realistic model for Internet traffic is a major problem by itself. Network arrivals were often modeled as Poisson processes for analytic simplicity, however a number of studies have demonstrated that packet interarrivals are not exponentially distributed [10] . Moreover, Internet was shown to behave chaotically [16] . This highlights the advantage of competitive analysis [12] , [2] , where a uniform performance guarantee is provided over all input instances.
Competitive analysis of queuing policies for Differentiated Services focused on throughputcompetitiveness.
In [1] different non-preemptive policies are analyzed in the two distinct benefit value model. We extend the model of [1] by allowing preemptions and considering multiple benefit values. The main difference is that we focus on loss rather than on throughput. In [7] preemptive queuing policies for arbitrary benefit values are studied in context of smoothing video streams. They establish an impossibility result showing that no online policy can have a better throughput-competitive ratio than 4/5 and show that the greedy policy is constant throughput-competitive. In this work, in contrast with [7] , we concentrate on the loss of a policy. This dramatically changes both the analysis and the results.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the summary of our results. In Section 3 we formally define our model. Description of queuing policies appears in Section 4. Analysis of our policies is presented in Sections 5, 6 and 7 respectively. In Section 8 we compare loss-bounded analysis with traditional competitive analysis. In Appendixes we have some of the proofs. Our concluding remarks appear in Section 9.
Summary of Results
In this section we give a brief overview of our main results while the formal definitions and proofs are deferred to the following sections. We present upper and lower bounds for various benefit setting models with regard to the traditional loss-competitive and the new loss-bounded models. We note that all the obtained upper bounds are almost tight. We analyze the Greedy Policy that always accepts to the buffer high benefit packets and j3-Preemptive Greedy Policy that does exactly the same, but when it accepts a high benefit packet may additionally preempt low benefit packets whose total value is bounded by 1//3 times the value of the accepted high benefit packet. We give a formal definition of these policies later.
The first set of results appearing in Table 1 deals with the binary benefit model, where we have packets with either high benefit of a or low benefit of 1. We show that Greedy Policy achieves a non-interesting 1/a loss-competitive ratio, which turns out to be the tight upper bound. For loss-bounded model we prove that the loss-bounded ratio of v/T-Preemptive Greedy Policy is 2/Vta , which closely matches the lower bound of 1/(2V/a). Observe that the provided guarantee is much stronger than that of the Greedy Policy. The bound for the Greedy Policy approaches 1 (the trivial bound) when a is large, while the bound for V/F-Preemptive Greedy Policy approaches 0 when a is large. Next we extend the two benefit model and study the case of n different benefit values {a{ : 0 < i < n}. Table 2 
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Model Description
We consider a FIFO buffer that can hold B packets. We assume that packets may arrive to the queue at any time and send events are synchronized with time. Each packet p has corresponding benefit b(p). The system obtains the benefit of the packets it sends, and its aim is to maximize the benefit of the transmitted packets. Now we define the system more formally. We denote the i'th packet in the FIFO buffer as F [i] and let the index of the last packet in this order be last _< B. When a packet arrives, a queuing policy can either reject or accept the packet if the buffer is not full, i.e., last < B. At any time the policy can also preempt packets that are currently in the buffer. Each time unit a send operation is executed if the buffer is not empty, i.e., last > O, and the first packet in the buffer is sent. In addition we require that at the starting and at the finishing times of a schedule the buffer is empty. • the subsequence off packets with benefit b, denoted Sb
• the benefit of A on S, denoted VA (S) and the loss of A on S, denoted LA(S) (note that V(S) =
va(s) + LA(S)).
We denote an optimal offline policy by OPT and VOPT(S) and LOPT(S) are the optimal benefit and the optimal loss respectively, for an input sequence S. Next we define a new model for analyzing loss of an online policy.
DEFINITION 3.2. We say that a policy A is Clb-lOSSbounded iff for every sequence of packets S, LA(S) < LOPT(S) + Clb × VOPT(S).
For completeness we also present the traditional definitions of competitiveness.
DEFINITION 3.3. We say that a policy A is c~c-throughput-competitive iff for every sequence of packets S, VA(S) > ct¢ x VopT(S).
DEFINITION 3.4. We say that a policy A is c~c-losscompetitive iff for every sequence of packets S, Ctc × LA(S) < LOPT(S).
Scheduling Policies
First we describe a natural Greedy Policy that always retains in the buffer a set of packets with highest benefit. An arriving packet is accepted if either the buffer is not full or the buffer is full and a minimal benefit among the accepted packets in the buffer is less than the benefit of the arriving packet. In the latter case a packet with minimal benefit is preempted from the buffer before acceptance of the arriving packet. An arriving packet is rejected otherwise, i.e. when the buffer is full and its benefit is less than the benefit of every packet in the buffer. A pseudo-code of the policy appears in the Appendix A.
Next we introduce /3-Preemptive Greedy Policy that behaves like a Greedy Policy except that upon acceptance of a packet, additional packets may be preempted. The preempted packets are the low benefit packets closest to the transmitting end of the FIFO whose total benefit is bounded by 1//3 times the benefit of the accepted packet. Note that these are additional preemptions. A pseudo-code of the policy appears in the Appendix A.
The intuition behind additional preemptions is as follows. Consider the following scenario. At the start the buffer is full of low benefit packets. For the next B time units a single high benefit packet arrives. If no low benefit packet is preempted, after B time units the buffer is full of high benefit packets. Assume now that a burst of high benefit packets is released. In this case they are all lost. The/3-Preemptive Greedy Policy solves this problem by preempting a//3 low benefit packets upon arrival of each packet of benefit a. For sufficiently large values of/3 the/3-Preemptive Greedy Policy performs like a Greedy Policy, which was shown in [7] to be 1/4-throughput-competitive. However, small values of/3 may cause excessive preemptions and large loss of low benefit packets. Thus there is a need to optimize the value of/3 in order to achieve a balance between maximizing of the current throughput and minimizing of potential future loss.
Binary Benefit Values
In this section we consider packets having binary benefit, that is a high benefit of a >_ 1 or a low benefit of 1. We start by analyzing the usual loss-competitive model and then proceed to the new loss-bounded model. The next theorem shows that the Greedy Policy accomplishes a non-zero loss-competitive ratio.
THEOREM5.1. The Greedy Policy is 1/a losscompetitive.
Proof. Clearly, the Greedy Policy maximizes the number of scheduled packets. This implies that the cumulative benefit of the lost packets is at most a factor of a far from the optimal.
• This loss-competitive ratio is not appealing since as a increases the loss-competitive ratio decreases to zero. The following theorem shows that this ratio is the best that an online policy could achieve. The proof can be found in Appendix B. Next we prove that the ~/~-Preemptive Greedy Policy achieves a 2/~fd loss-bounded ratio, which is almost tight (up to a constant factor). First we need some auxiliary lemmas. Proof. Note that the number of low benefit packets initially preceding to the first high benefit packet in the FIFO order is at most B. Each high benefit packet preempts vfa low benefit packets from the beginning of the FIFO order, if any, and there are at least B/vfa high benefit packets. Thus the first packet in the FIFO order should be a high benefit packet.
• Proof. When a high benefit packet is lost, the buffer is full of high benefit packets. Since high benefit packets are never preempted it takes at least B time units to schedule all of them. This yields the claim.
•
THEOREM 5.4. The loss-bounded ratio of the vfaPreemptive Greedy Policy is at most 2/vf~.
Proof. We process loss of low and high benefit packets separately. We show that
LA(S1) < ~V A ( S~) + LOPT(S1)
and
LA(Sa) _< ~aVA(S~) + LOPT(Sc~). establishing the theorem, since VA ( S~ ) _< VO PT ( S) and LA(S) = LA(Sl) + LA(S.).
First we bound the loss of low benefit packets. There are two kinds of loss. The first one is due to additional preemptions (preemption of a low benefit packet by the policy when a high benefit packet arrives and the buffer is full) and the second one is due to buffer overflow. We denote the loss of the first kind by LA ~ztra and the loss of the second kind by LA °vIt. Notice that
LA(S1) = L~Ztra(S1) + La°V/t(S1).
Since each high benefit packet can preempt low benefit packets with cumulative benefit at most ~/~ and high benefit packets themselves are never preempted, we can charge every high benefit packet for the preempted low benefit packets obtaining that _< Observe, that except the additionally preempted packets, the Preemptive Greedy Policy schedules the maximum number of low benefit packets subject to the buffer capacity constraints and preference that is always given to high benefit packets, which is also true for an optimal ofltine policy. Thus the number of low benefit packets that fall to this category can be bounded by the number of low benefit packets that are lost by an optimal ofltine policy. Hence, we get that
LA°~/~(S1) <_ LOPT(S1),
which implies that,
LA(Si) _< TogA(so) + LOPT(Si).
A slightly more complicated task is to bound the loss of high benefit packets. We divide the schedule to underloaded and overloaded intervals. No high benefit packet is lost during underloaded interval. According to Claim 5.1 at the very beginning of an overloaded interval there are at most B/vf~ high benefit packets in the buffer. All the high benefit packets that were lost during the interval arrived throughout this interval. Clearly, an optimal oflline policy could have sent additionally at most B/vf~ high benefit packets since the vf~ -Preemptive Greedy Policy throughout an overloaded interval behaves like a Greedy Policy with respect to high benefit packets.
Thus the loss of high benefit packets by the yr,-Preemptive Greedy Policy are bounded by the loss of an optimal ofltine policy plus at most extra B / v f a packets per each overloaded interval. We denote the loss of the first kind by LA Nca and the loss of the second kind by LA Add. Clearly, LA(Sa) = L~ros(Sa) + L~dd (Sc~) . By definition,
L~cs(s~) ~ LOPT(Sa).
To bound the loss of the latter type note that, by Claim 5.2, the length of an overloaded interval is at least B. In this way the ratio between the loss and the cumulative benefit of the packets scheduled during an overloaded interval is at most by and ByC~ 1 Therefore, the loss of the latter type are bounded 
Restricted Benefit Values
In this section we consider packets that have a restricted set of n benefit values, that is {a~ : 0 _< i n}. Observe, that all the results of loss-competitive analysis derived in the previous section may be trivially extended to the restricted and arbitrary benefit models.
Using loss-bounded analysis we obtain results that are generalization of the corresponding results for the binary benefit model. We prove that the loss-bounded ratio of the V/H-Preemptive Greedy Policy is (n + .I. 1
2)/V/~+ 2/a ~ and this bound is approximately tight. The proof of the following theorem appears in Appendix E.
THEOREM 6.1. The loss-bounded ratio of the V/rPreemptive Greedy Policy is at most (n + 2)/V~-+
21~.
The next theorem presents a lower bound on lossbounded ratio proving that the bound of Theorem 6.1 is nearly tight. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 5.5 and is omitted. 
Arbitrary Benefit Values
In this section we consider packets having arbitrary benefit values so that for any packet its benefit is between 1 and a. An interesting question is whether there exists a policy achieving a non-trivial loss-bounded ratio. The following theorem shows that one cannot expect a loss-bounded ratio better than logarithmic on a. The proof can be found in Appendix F. 
LA,b(S) <_ LOPT(S) + c, bVoPT(S).
After substituting instead of loss the difference between the total benefit of the sequence and the benefit gained by the policy for Atb and OPT we get •
To analyze loss-competitive policies we suppose there exists some a-priory information regarding the loss of the input sequence. In this case we are able to precisely determine conditions under which lossbounded analysis provides better guarantees than losscompetitive analysis. We introduce the following estimation of loss of an input sequence. Proof. According to Claim 8.1 the benefit of Atb is at least
DEFINITION 8.1. We say that a sequence of packets S is x-loss-schedulable ff LOPT(8) : X × VOPT(S ).
CLAIM 8.2. A C~b-lOss-bounded policy Atb provides better throughput guarantees than a c~c-loss-competitive policy Ate while scheduling x-loss-schedulable sequences
VA,~ _> (I -C,b)VoPT(S).
At the same time the loss of Ate is bounded by
LA,o < -!-LoPT(S) = J-xVoPT(S).
Cl c Cl c
After substituting instead of loss the difference between the total benefit of the sequence and the benefit of the policy for Arc we get
VA,o >_ v(s) -!~VoPr(S), clc
VA,o _> VOPT(S) + ~VoPr(S) --LzVoPT(S), Clc
Thus the benefit of Atb is greater than the benefit of Ate provided that
which yields the claim. I
Observe that a loss-bounded policy outperforms a loss-competitive policy on sequences with large values of x.
C o n c l u d i n g R e m a r k s
In this work we investigated a framework of Differentiated Services. We have shown importance of analysis of loss of an online policy and obtained impossibility results for traditional competitive analysis. Then we introduced a new powerful model for loss evaluationloss-bounded analysis. For various QoS parameters settings we presented tight lower and upper bounds for FIFO buffer management and packet scheduling.
The main theoretical contribution is a new model in which loss of an online policy are upper bounded by loss of an optimal offiine policy plus a constant fraction of the benefit of an optimal offiine policy. We shown that loss-bounded analysis can give us much better performance guarantees than traditional competitive analysis.
The proposed policies may be used for managing current Internet routers that wish to provide Differentiated Services. Due to their simplicity they may operate at very high speeds. Moreover, their implementation does not require installing additional costly equipment.
By choosing the appropriate benefit setting and value of a the network operator could manage traffic streams in the best way. For instance, to give high priority packets an absolute preference over low priority packets a may be made very large. Conversely, for a near one, we are basicly use the "best-effort" approach optimizing the total throughput and ignoring different priorities. It is worth to note that the loss-bounded ratio of our policies is improved with increasing of a.
Throughout this paper we analyze the Preemptive Greedy Policy and analytically prove its good performance. However, from practical point of view, it could behave pathologically at lower loads, when it does unnecessary preemptions. To overcome this problem we can add a threshold of B/I~ of high benefit packets in the buffer starting from which only high benefit packets are scheduled. This policy may be shown to achieve the same loss-bounded ratio as the E-Preemptive Greedy Policy. Proof. Consider the following scenario. At time t = 0 the buffer is empty and a low benefit packet followed by a high benefit arrive. If the policy drops the packet of low benefit then it is 0-loss-competitive since there exists a feasible schedule of these packets. In case the low benefit packet is not dropped it is sent at time t. Then at time t + 1, B high benefit packets arrive. Thus the online policy necessarily drops one high benefit packet, since an optimal offiine policy could have dropped the low benefit packet instead. The theorem follows.
A Scheduling Policies
• C Proof of Theorem 5.3 Proof. First we prove the upper bound. In the worst case scenario the Greedy Policy schedules a packet of benefit 1 and loses a packet of benefit ~ while an optimal offline policy does exactly the opposite. Thus in addition to the loss of an optimal offllne policy the Greedy Policy may lost at most 1 -1/a fraction of the benefit of an optimal offiine policy. Next we prove the lower bound. Consider the following scenario. At time t = 0 the buffer is empty and B low benefit packets arrive. For the next B time units a single high benefit packet arrives. Finally, at time t +/3 + 1 a burst of B high benefit packets is released. The Greedy Policy loses all the burst since its buffer at time t+ B + 1 is full of high benefit packets. Notice that an optimal offiine policy would have lost all low benefit packets and accept the burst of high benefit packets. By this way the the loss-bounded ratio of the Greedy Policy Proof. Suppose that packets are scheduled according to the online policy A. At time ts = 0 and the buffer is empty B -1 low benefit packets arrive. Let t I be the first time when the buffer contains no low benefit packets and let k = t I -ts. Each time unit in the interval [ta,tf) a high benefit packet is released. Note that the number of the scheduled low benefit packets is k and the number of the lost low benefit packets is B -k -1 respectively. Now there may be two cases.
(1) In case 0 < k < B/vZ~, the input sequence is terminated. The loss-bounded ratio of the online policy Ctb must fulfill the following
B -k -1 < Clb(B --1 + ks) < C~b(B + ks). B--k--I
Therefore, c~b > -~-.
This ratio is minimized when k is maximal, thus substituting the upper bound for k we get
Note that the ratio falls above 1/(2v/~ ) for sufficiently large a and B.
(2) In case B/via < k < B, at time tl a burst of B high benefit packets arrive. Note that at least k of them are lost by the online policy. The loss-bounded ratio Clb of the online policy over the whole sequence should satisfy
since an optimal offiine policy would have lost B -1 low benefit packets. Thus
In this way the ratio between the benefit of the recursive preemtions set of a packet and their summary benefit is upper bounded by .~,~~/(:-~) . = y.
~I(I-~)+~
We charge a packet and the set of packets S from its recursive preemptions set that were scheduled by an optimal offiine policy of the loss of S obtaining that
LPrm' (cx (1/Vf~" + llo~)(VA(S) + VOPT(S)).
A k ~} <-
It remains to bound r ReJ L~ rm'' ~a and . We start by determining overloaded intervals in order of decreasing index. When we are done with a particular i we mark the corresponding intervals and continue with the remained parts of the schedule.
Notice that by definition of/-overloaded interval no packet with benefit greater than a~ is lost in time of such interval. Thus we have to concentrate on the loss of packets with benefit less than or equal to a Let Z : Its, tf] be an/-overloaded interval and let tt be the last time moment before ta at which a packet with benefit less than a ~-was scheduled. If there is no such tt then an optimal offiine policy would have also lost all the packets in the interval's lost set. So assume that such time moment exists.
According to Lemma E.1 at time t~ there are at 1 i most B/Vf~ -packets of benefit a: in the buffer. Thus in the best case an optimal offiine policy could have scheduled additionally at most B/vf~ of the lost packets of benefit no more than a~. There may be two cases regarding the length of the interval, that is t(z) = t. -t/+ :.
(I) In case I(~) _> B the ratio between the benefit of the additional loss and the cumulative benefit of the packets that were scheduled during Z is bounded by o~ ~" B [~/~" --1
(2) In case IC~ ) < B according to Claim E.1 there exists a sequence of consecutive intervals with increasing index, whose length is at least B. We charge this sequence of loss of B/V~ additional packets. Note that a sequence of intervals may be charged at most n times because n is the maximum number of intervals in a sequence with increasing index.
Therefore the cumulative loss owing to rejections and the loss of the preempted packets that were rejected by an optimal offiine policy is bounded from above by
LAReJ(S) + L~ era'' < LOPT(S) "b ~ax VA(S),
which completes the proof.
• F Proof of Theorem 7.1
Proof. Suppose that packets are scheduled according to the online policy A. In this proof we use "pumping technique", when the weights of packets in the input sequence axe increased exponentially. We assume that a is a power of 2. Let at time t = 0 the buffer is empty and B packets of benefit 1 arrive. In the following B(loga -1) time units we release each time unit one packet from the following input sequence, where each benefit appears exactly B times: The input sequence is terminated if at least B~ (2 log a) packets of the same benefit are dropped. Now there may be two cases.
(1) In case the input sequence was terminated at some time td < t + B(loga -1) due to the fact that the online policy had lost at least B/(2 loga) packets of benefit b, we have the following. At time td the buffer may contain at most B -1 packets of benefit 2b and the benefit of the packets arrived before td is upper bounded by 2bB -B. Thus the loss-bounded ratio of the online policy czb has to satisfy (2) In case the online policy had dropped at most B/(21oga) packets from every benefit, at time t + B(loga -1) + 1 we release a burst of B packets of benefit a. Observe, that at this time the buffer already contains at least B/2 -1 packets of benefit a since A had dropped at most B/(21oga) × loga = B/2 packets. Therefore no more than B/2 + 1 packets from the burst could be accepted. Thus the online policy drops at least B/2 -I packets of benefit a, since an optimal offiine policy could have dropped B -1 packets of benefit 1 from the beginning of the input sequence. We take the loss-bounded ratio ctb of the online policy over the entire sequence provided that a and B are sufficiently large.
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